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ABSTRACT
The language situation of itmigrants to Australia, or

social bili guals, is distinguished from that of second language
learners, or cultural bilinguals. The former, lag behind in employment
and school achievement. The solution proposed entails learning
English, though both children and adults appear to reach a plateau in
learning after initial progress. This study-suggests mother_tongue
maintenance as a solution. Evidence from linguistic theory is cited
from Fillmore and McCauley. Bilinguals should be given the
opportunity to observe norms in both of their languages, and
bilingual education is seen as a program that takes the studentls two
languages in his social environment into account. Four bilingual
education models are described (transitional, emphasis on the native
language, emphasis on the second language, and balanced), the
balanced model being seen as most suitable for Australia. The
Multilingual Project described here, a form of bilingual education
primarily concerned with concept learning, has developed independent
study units in social studies. 600 students in fifteen secondary
schools are participating, and .Materials are provided in English and
Arabic, Greek, Italian, Turkish, Serbian and Croatian. The goal of
the project is to allow students to opt for aspects of each heritage
rather than totally rejecting or accepting either one. (CLK)
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BILINGUa EDUCATION IN ACTION: THE MULTILINGUAL PROJECT

larta Rado
Latrobe University

INTRODUCTION

The Australian immigration policy has created a minority upon

whom bilingualism has been noel
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As all interactions with

institutions, includ ng schools, occur in English, any person living in

tho country must be able tu command sufficient Eng_ish to ,carry out his

daily tasks. With respect to language the lanigrapt has no choice; he

must be able to function to some degree in two languages. For the

purposes -f this discussion a bilingual will be therefore defined as an

individual who can behave appropriately in two language environments,

irrespective of his proficiency in either language. It is assumed that

his proficiency in L1 (first langua e) and L2 (second language) will

vary according to domains.

Other members of the community, in particular secondary school

udents are also e7kposed to a second language in their foreign language

classrooms. This i a culturally imposed bilingualism language is not

u_rd in -eal situations, for real communication. These days the audio-

lingual method does emphasize the communicative aspect of language

(which is

situation

occur are

commendable), but has not _ved the problem as the classroom

imposes its own style (Henzl, 1973). The

method-dependent.
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Although course materials introduce everyday speech ev-nts these

aro simulated. Neither si_uatims nor style va iations are genuine. ft

is difficult to learn from artificial cour0e materials because they are

not sufficiently informative. Sociolinguistic competence is a soph

ticated skill and cannot be acquired on the basis of a few dialogue

with the visual element largely missing. Consequently, most foreign

language learners ar, frustratel p tentiaT bilinguals. Their initial

expectations that they will be able to use the foreign language to

communicate with its native speaker are quickly dashed.

In iiustralia the social bilingual (the immigrant), usually

outstrips the cultural bilingual (the foreign language student) in a

relatively short time. Although immigrant adults and children can

ually function in our society quite adequately (within certain limits)

they get little credit for it. Their weaknesses on the other hand

attract a rxeat deal of ttention, It is a generally accepted fact

that in terms of employment and school achievement they lag behind the

dominant English ap6aking population. This is asc ibed to their poor

com land of English and th efore learning English is supposed to

provide the final 01 So far, aespite sincere eff rts by

educators, adults and _iildren after some satisfactory initial progress

seem to reach a limit or pD)teau. If the learner does not see any

further benefit accruing from the additional effort necessary to conform

more olosely to the norms of his second language he will settle at a

proficiency level that allo him to get by. Attempts to upg-de his
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language -kills will fail. From the point of view of the adult this

may be a correct assessment of Als situation. His advancement is block,d

on so mc Ji fforent fronts n r-_-_, case. For instance, his qualifications

aro not reco d or are dmk- i and he is irioiant of the selection

wrocoduros applied to occupational advance ent in the Australian

community. He w- ld be ju.Aified in considering his lack of proficiency

in EnlIsh s just 0/__ 01 many obstacles makinE upward job mobiiity

31± fIcult.

case of the child and adolescent theo seems to be a

consensus of opinion sha ed by educators parents and students that

success in school stud c

E

employment does depend on proficiency, in

Yet, many young Australians also encounter 1 guage learning

difficultiGs. They tor eventually reach a plateau and cannot rise above

it despite continued efforts to help them reach the competence of ,

mature

setback.

Its likely occurrence cannot be predicted from length of reside ce

in Australia. The educatIonal background of the family and the language

variety used in the home seem to play a far more significant role in the

h native speaker. all stude_ts experience such a

child's development and _al -g school. Many educators arc

now aware of this, yet, they have made no attempt to reconsider their

teaching strategies. They still act as if success In L2 learning

depended solely on the right teaching m thods and good studyhabis.

This type of approach is based on twe misconceptions. Firstly, that
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English-spe'king mon linguals have no language difficulties. Secondly,

that knowing one language interferes with the effe tive lea in

another. If this were the case all foreign language learning should

immediately cease in our schools as it could harm the-English.speaking

population. This is of co-rse nonsense. Hut one cannot help wondering

in what way the migrant child is intellectually inferior if his language

learning capacity is suppc ed to be obstructed by the continued use of

his MT (mother tongue). On the contr, y, I would argue that it the

pression of the MT that hinders L2 development.

LANGUAGE \INTEN ANCE

One of the cogent argu:ents in favour of language maintenance

is based on the principle

stands, builds on and develops what he already knows arid certainly does

not waste it. The bilinguals knowledge enables him to use the most

dramatic form of style variation- that of code switching. Ho can

expre s the concepts he intends to convey by means of the lexical items

nnd sen ence structures of two languages.

istic the--i 6 (Filimore's 1968) Case Grammar seems

to have explanatory power here. The language ijnivcrn.als it advocates

make it possible to describe the bilingual's capacity to express his

intention in different codes as a surface structure variation, based

on a unified cognitive network. As Chafe (1970) points out people's

s -antic resourNes are not identical, b-c uge the inherent features of

chool takes the child whore he

n lexical item vary from individual to individual. In this view
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a bilingual would not necessarily have greater knowledge of the world

compared with the monolingual, but only a different type of choice in

expressing it. It would be an interlinguistic rather than an intra-

linguistic choice,

If McCawley (1972) ha= captured an essential feature of speech

production, then h s description of the process could serve as an

additional explanation of the bilingual's language use.

Regarding the cuestion of how people use a gra imar in

speaking and listening, I wish to emphasize that I do

not claim that the whole semantic str cture is necessarily

ever present as a whole in the speaker's min-d at a singl

time. In urocucing a complex sentence, one is simultane-

eusly constructing meaning and producing sounds1 and the

construction of the meaning and phonetic form go on in

parallel. It is of course ext emely common for a person

to Pronounce the first frw words of sentence before he

is re lly sure what the entire content of the sentence

will he. I would guess that an appropriate model for

speedh production would involve a system of derivational

constraints which one uses much in the same way that a

comroser compos s a fugue: he starts with something that

will come out first and jumps back and forth between the

iou 'levels', constructing bits rind pieces of each

a time, and doing so in such a way f h- is

6
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successful) everything ends up being consi-tent. This can

perfectly involve on 'early' piece of 'sound' corresponding to a

'late' piece of 'meani order.of the elements in semantic

structure (if they in fact have a linear order) neTd not correspond

to the order in whicn a person thinks of them in assembling the

meaning; the --Ly nsychological correlate to linear order in

semantic structure that I can imagine would be the order in which

wyrieus eloneat, are te be 'w ll-formed' in whatever chain

of psychological events vould be involved in a person checki

that the things saying are semantically coherent, and 1

hove no i&la how oe eould investigate such psychological events.

(McCawley 1972 6)

If we -ccept McCawley's view th.t Vae "whole senantic structure"

sentences is not a necessary condition of fluent speech production,

that on the contrary sentence- are constructed in "bits and piece

then interference phenomena which characterise the language of bilinguals

is easily understood. Moreo.__, the view that bilinguals possess a

common pool of la guage is further reinforced (Neufmld 19 3).

NORMS

xical and semantic transfers, -emantic expansions and neologisms

are frequently used d--ices to keep languages abreast of technical,

economic and social developments. They are employed by speakers on

the basis of a shared understanding and shared norms. The same devices

7
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employed for pers-nal convenience by the individual immigrant because of

lack of e sy availability of a term is by contrast a pract±ce that

violates or diatorts the standard norms. The young child and the adol-

escent growing up in a language environment where transference and code

switchinr are widely practised hy adult, speakers is in a confusing

situation. 11e may gain the i :_ression that it is not particularly

avrtilablo for observatiLa orementa him - th inconistont models. (of.

Erv1nTripp 1973). Under those circunstance. it in more difficult .o

deve3-p lcngucigo specific rules, and to recognise the necessity that in

some styles language norms must he strictly adhered to. In this situa-

tion bilin uala must be given the opportunity to observe norms in both

of their languages. Bilingual texts offer this opportunity by exempli-

to observe langual7e norms. the adult language

fying how the same

in Engli,,

an is expressed in a standard form in the MT and

RELEVANCE OF E ILINGUAL EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA

For purcoses of this discussion bilingual education is a program

that takes the student's two languages in his social environment into

account. Bilingual education models developed in the United states,

Canada, France, Germany and other countries, can be roughly categorized

as follows:

2.

Transitional

Emphasis on Ll

Emphasis on 1,2

Balance
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1. Transit ional pr .., -_-ec b_ise the need to learn new concepts in

a familiar language. Consequently, the beginner in 12 is given instruc-

tion in all or sot ,, subjects at school in LI and taught 12. As L2 is

rengt ned there is.a shift in the medium of instruction to L2, until

all inst ucti n is ! 'T-2' in 12. Ll may disappear from the curriculum

or may be retoined as , n subject, but cease

-truction. Most United Staten and

cat Or

be used as th language

r ograms belong to this

Programs coneentr inF on Ll emphasize the learners ethnic

identity 'nd encourago this lo:alty to hia ethnic group vis-a-vis the

&min= t society. Some Sp-.-ish bilInFual programs in the United States

see this -,, their ultimate aim and would like to develop instruction in

Spanish up to and including tertiary education. The Canadian French

advocate the same. Guest worker education in Europe also tends t- move

rection PS students are e=oc to return even ually to th

country of origin. Supporters of the e programs argue that thia is the

only waw in which educational opportunities for members of ethnic

min_ itieo and dominant t,:roups can be equalised.

5. The concertod effort to teach 12 and to teach in L2 is also termed

bilingual education in tho United States, particularly if the study of

12 features on the tim -table. I think those Australian schools that

offer MT instruction would be surprised to knot

they are offering bilingual programs.

t in American terms

Balanced bilin ual education provides instruction in parallel form
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-ughout the child's-schooling or as a compromise measure until the

student is mature enough to maintain 1,1 fully by his own efforts with

respect to oral and literary skills.

All four approaches have politico-social implications. But there

marked difference between the first three and the last. Whereas

a trrns±tional or Li maint_narc_ program placos strong emphasis on the

stu- s' group membershi i.e. domit-mt vs. minority, the pro,

aimed at balanced bilingualism not only conce_ os on the nec s

tho learner, in cultural, psychelogieal and linru stic terms, but also

aims at bicultural group membership.

Such a comaination of loyalties could be a feasible solution to

the young imm -,nt's problem in Aust lin. (cf. Mackie, 1974).

My own research (Rado, forthcoming) which involved the inter-

viewing of 15 to 18 year old bilingual adolescents, attending secondary

schoel in Victoria. in 1973,-supports this view and C17-__ be suMmarized in

them:

in Australia. I don't mind being called

the words of o

"I Was b

Australian, I am not asham _ of being Italian.

I'm proud of my heritage -

You could say I have two -

Australia-- one an

THE MULTILINGUAL PROJECT

Italian one".

The Multilinruai Project is a form of bilingual education that is

primarily concerned with concePt learning.

10

Language maintenance is not
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its primary goal hut a moans te aft end. I mm convinced tFL ir

final analysis bilingualism is a pe sonal deo

fluctuate durin

n.
fi

--udes towards

-on's lifetime, Even if 0 j r0cted during

an individua schooling, as irtrvey (1 )4) points out, illtereOt in

is sometimes renewed late_ in life. The justification-0f lAlingUnl

education is therefore not based on the desire to legislat for langlia

maintenance but on the conviction that the bilingual nee5 b

languages,-his total pool-of language, to learn efficient1-

If th school is to support him in this, learning

he developed bilingually if they are to serve him as well Engli

speaking monolinguals are served by their English texts, QbviouslY,

not all learning mater als an be duplicated in all immiP,rAnt la1gu4P0-n

It would he costly to produce the parallel language versiorl rind toc11

nimally impossible to provide the teacher, for the
Tl"leiltation

such a scheme. lot. bilirzunl education can be pr idcd 11-1 eelec

subject areas on thc basis of individual or small uctian,

The Multilingual Project hns already developed several independent ottidy

units in the social stud .s area to provide bilingual educRtion f r tnose

interested in participating. Approximately 600 sudeats in 15 ldary

schools are currently involved in tho Project, The Educ5tton DcparVnt

of Jictorin coinlifiedupporting the Project by the secondment

on half-time appointment for the development of th Englishtea-,her

version of the study units. It is also meeti g the cost of translat
_g

these into Arabic, Greek, Italian, Turkish Serbian and Cro011. Thk,
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study units consist of textbooks, sclforrectivo workbooks and activity

kits which include audio-visual materials, gamos, etc.

Bilingual educat =n in this form can be -ractised Independently of

ethnic tenchern (if they aro lot available) and irresnective of the

numbers ard composition of et' groun- in schools. Hopefully, the

Project will stimulate the implementation of crossage tut- ing and the

involvement of inte- sted adults in the community of all ethnic groups

including Australians who m9y wish to learn or upgrade their knowledge

of an immigrant language.

dilingual tion in early childhood is not new in Australia.

It is operative in Aboriginal education, particularly in the Northern

Territory. Perhnps, educators concerned with immigrant children in this

age group will now look more closely at this experiment and profit by it.

The Multilingual Proleot caters for an older group, the adolescent.

Inter st in this group can be j .9tified on the grounds of their special

needs. For most of these students, time is run ing out, in a few years

they will leave ache l. If they nre new arrivals and therefore usually

be inners in English they cannot afford to wait for their L2 to develop

sufficiently to continue :bject matter learning. Concept learning must

go on without- interruption. If they use Li at home and 12 at school

they must he Ri Jen the cTportun ty to learn in both to ensure complete

comprehension. If they aro already literate in Ll and competent in L2

it is educationally wasteful not to maintain and develop literary skills

In Ll.

12
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CONCLUSION

Bilingualeducation caters for the immigrant student needs

reali-tically. It recognizes the fact that his adjustment to his

bicultural environment is that of accom odation r _her than a Question

of total acceptance or rejection of his mother tongue or English, of

his parents' ,A1 ure or of the Australian way of life. He is Select-

ively opting for some aspects of each heritage. Our role as

educators is not to choose for him but to support him in his

bilingual and bicultural status so that he can forge his dual

heritage into a balanc d whole.

If a residue of tension does remain, within the individual,

this -ay prove more stimulating than harmful. My research shows

that balanced bilingual adolescents are remarkably sensitive to

other people's needs.

13
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